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Overview

I. Learning Outcomes

II. New Student Orientation & Transition 101: Understanding 
the Roles, Competencies, and Functions

III. Exploring the Intersection: A Case Study Example

IV. A Position in the Making: The Inaugural Student Director & 
Leader Roles

V. Application to Your Campus, Final Thoughts, and Reflections



Learning Outcomes

As a result of participating in this live briefing, participants will:
• Compare and contrast the core competencies of international 

educators and new student orientation professionals.
• Describe the core programming components of orientation 

programs utilizing the CAS Standards.
• Identify at least 2 barriers encountered by orientation staff in 

identifying their role in the design, implementation, and evaluation 
of international student orientation.

• Describe at least 1 collaboration strategy to use on their campus to 
navigate partnerships with their orientation office for international 
student orientation.



About Me



NSO 101

• Earliest orientation programs

– Harvard University

– Focused solely on academic transition

– Provided by faculty members

• Movement towards a holistic approach

• Engagement of parents, families, and guests

• “A comprehensive process rather than a minimal program” 
(Hower, 2012, p. 372)



NSO 101

• CAS Standards for Orientation Programs (OP). OP must:

– Facilitate the transition of new students into the institution.

– Prepare students for the institution’s educational opportunities & student 
responsibilities.

– Initiate the integration of new students into the intellectual, cultural, and 
social climate of the institution.

– Support the parents, partners, guardians, and children of the new 
students.

– Collaborate with colleagues and departments across the institution to 
promote student learning and development, persistence, and success.



NSO 101

• CAS Standards for Orientation Programs (OP). OP should:

– Introduce students to the learning and development that will occur 
throughout the collegiate experience.

– Emphasize the independence of students in accomplishing their goals 
while acknowledging their interdependence with their peers and 
families.

– Provide information about the physical layout of the campus.

– Design and facilitate opportunities to clarify personal and educational 
goals, meeting peers, and begin forming new relationships.



NSO 101

• NODA: Association for Orientation, Transition & Retention in 
Higher Education

– Chartered in 1976

– Premiere educational & professional development source for NSO

– Responding to the changing needs of the NSO profession

– New affinity networks for student micro-communities – including the 
official recognition of the International Student Network in 2010.



Statement of the Problem:
Fundamental Issue

• What role does a domestic, undergraduate, new student 
orientation office play in the institution’s international student 
orientation program?

• If that role is collaboration, how does one cultivate and build 
this collaboration?



Statement of the Problem:
Secondary Issues

• How does the expertise of international education staff members shape 
their role in the collaborative process?

• Do orientation staff members need training in immigration, processes, etc. 
for a collaboration to be effective?

• Can orientation staff leverage their strengths in social transition strategies 
for the potential collaboration?

• Which office should take ownership of the new collaborative program?

• What fiscal & human resources would be required for sustaining the 
collaboration? How would each unit contribute?



Data & Essential Issues
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Exploring the Intersection

• Internationalization focus at FHSU

– Boom of growth in 2006 – 3 modalities of enrollment

– Introduction of new staff member  Assistant Director of 
International Student Services

• Primary responsibility: Re-development of international student orientation & 
development of international FYE course for all new international students.

• Previous approaches:
– Compliance

– Functionality

– Individual student basis



Exploring the Intersection

• Office of Transition & Student Conduct

– First centralized office created in 2012

– Home to OTR

– Mission:

Through experiences and partnerships, the Office of Transition & Student 
Conduct connects students with relationships that help them transition in and 
throughout college discovering their place, passion, and purpose in the FHSU 
family.

– Physically housed in the VPSA Suite next door to ISS Office



An SSAO’s Charge



Exploring the Intersection

• Partnerships Developed between OTR & ISS

– Focus for ISS staff

– Focus for NSO staff

– New collaborative social integration elements

– Cultivation of new campus & community partners

– Spouse Orientation program development

– Re-design of NODA Summer Internship to collaborate

– Re-work ISS orientation positions to blend into orientation leader roles

– Development of new student leader roles & training capacities



New Student Leader Roles

• Student Directors for Tiger Impact International Student 
Orientation

• 5-7 International Welcome Leaders





Lessons Learned

• Collaboration is key!
• Ownership is messy at times, and conflict will arise.
• Develop a collaborative context:

1. Build commitment.
2. Commit.
3. Sustain commitment.

• Understand a unit’s motivating factor for wanting to build a 
partnership.

• Analyze the various forms of capital at stake – social, 
organizational, & partnership capital.
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